Statement 1:
I believe our industry’s power comes from its' 15,000+ members. We can achieve great things by utilizing our diversified experience to work together for a common goal.

If everyone truly had a voice and the ability to add value, our organization would grow and be able to accomplish things that we never thought possible. I am hopeful that we continue to bridge the gap between suppliers and distributors. We all need one another and if we can find new ways to work together, we will grow as an industry and have more opportunities for success!

Statement 2:
“It's All Good", a mantra I have tried to live my life by and one I would love to see our industry adopt as well. Positive energy will lead to a stronger organization where we can all succeed. We need to promote this energy from within, strengthen our foundation and find ways to act as a cohesive unit. Promoting this energy outside our industry will show what we are capable of and the power behind our medium. Yes, there will be issues, but there will always be solutions.